Abstract An ocean-atmosphere-sea ice model is developed to explore the time-dependent response of climate to Milankovitch forcing for the time interval 5-3 Myr BP. The ocean component is a zonally averaged model of the circulation in five basins (Arctic, Atlantic, Indian, Pacific, and Southern Oceans). The atmospheric component is a one-dimensional (latitudinal) energy balance model, and the sea-ice component is a thermodynamic model. Two numerical experiments are conducted. The first experiment does not include sea ice and the Arctic Ocean; the second experiment does. Results from the two experiments are used to investigate (i) the response of annual mean surface air and ocean temperatures to Milankovitch forcing, and (ii) the role of sea ice in this response.
Introduction
The solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere (insolation) constitutes the main external forcing on the climate system. The term "Milankovitch forcing" refers to the long-term insolation variations that result from changes in the geometry of the Earth's orbit around the Sun. Eccentricity, obliquity, and the position of the equinoxes along the orbit change in time with approximate periods of 400 and 100 kyr, 41 kyr, and 19 and 23 kyr, respectively. Geologic records suggest that climate has varied at these periods in the past (e.g., Tiedemann et al 1994; Petit et al 1999; Jouzel et al 2007; Lisiecki and Raymo 2005; . However, much of this variability remains without quantitative explanation.
Marine sediment records show evidence of climate variability driven by Milankovitch forcing during the early and middle Pliocene (5-3 Myr BP) (e.g., Tiedemann et al 1994; Lisiecki and Raymo 2005; , when large continental ice sheets were apparently absent in the Northern Hemisphere (Shackleton et al, 1995) . Simplified and computationally efficient climate models have been used to study the evolution of a land-ice-free climate under the influence of Milankovitch forcing. For example, the climate response to Milankovitch forcing over the last 3.2 Myr was investigated by Brickman et al (1999) (hereafter BHW99) using a zonally averaged model of ocean circulation in three basins coupled to an energy balance model of the atmosphere. This study revealed the potential role of ocean circulation in filtering climatic responses to Milankovitch forcing. For example, the response of global mean ocean temperature to eccentricity forcing was muted owing to the influence of the meridional overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean.
The findings of BHW99 should be interpreted in the context of models in which several processes were deliberately omitted. For example, changes in the hydrological cycle and the ice-albedo feedback were not included. Moreover, in spite of the use of a climate model with latitudinal resolution in all its components (and vertical resolution in the ocean model), BHW99 only analyzed global means of surface air and ocean temperatures. Although interesting results were obtained through this approach, interpreting paleoclimate data from specific locations requires understanding of the spatial structure of model responses.
Here the work of BHW99 is extended (i) by analyzing the spatial structure of the responses of surface air and ocean temperatures to Milankovitch forcing, and (ii) by including sea ice. The ocean-atmosphere-sea ice model used in this study is largely based on the zonally averaged ocean-atmosphere model of Stocker et al (1992) . In spite of the extensions introduced in this paper, important limitations are still present. For example, the model does not represent three-dimensional ocean processes, sea-ice dynamics, the atmospheric circulation, an active hydrological cycle (the model has a fixed hydrological cycle), and the carbon cycle. Likewise, our model does not include an ice sheet component, so the response of a warm climate (i.e., without large ice sheets on the continents) could only be investigated. Following an approach common to previous studies, a simplified model is used to isolate some of the fundamental processes involved in the response of the climate system to Milankovitch forcing. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the climate model, the experimental design, and the Milankovitch forcing. In section 3, results from a modern climate equilibrium solution are compared to modern observations. In section 4, results from two time-dependent solutions (with and without sea ice) for the time interval 5-3 Myr BP are presented. The climate response to Milankovitch forcing in these two solutions is discussed and interpreted in section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in section 6. 70, 150, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500 , and 5000 m.
Methodology

Climate model
The seasonal and zonally averaged ocean-atmosphere-sea ice model ( Fig. 1) is briefly described. The ocean component is that of Wright and Stocker (1992) . The atmospheric component is a modified version of the one-dimensional (latitudinal) EBM of Stocker et al (1992) . The sea-ice model is based on the "zero-layer" model of Semtner (1976) for determining changes in ice thickness and on the parameterizations of Parkinson and Washington (1979) for calculating ice concentration. The model components, model spinup and output saving procedures, and atmospheric model parameters are detailed in Appendixes A, B and C, respectively.
Experimental design
Two time-dependent solutions for the interval 5-3 Myr BP are obtained by integrating two different model versions under Milankovitch forcing (see section 2.3 for a description of this forcing). For each solution, model outputs averaged over the last 100 years of a modern climate spin-up run are used as initial conditions. The interval 5-3 Myr BP is considered because the Earth's land-sea configuration was then similar to present day and because paleoclimate data suggest that large northern continental ice sheets, not considered in this study, were small or absent during this interval. In order to investigate the impact of sea ice, we consider one solution obtained with the sea-ice model coupled to the other model components (ICE) and another solution without any representation of sea ice (NOICE). The climate model used for ICE is described in Appendix A. For the experiment NOICE, some modification in the atmospheric and ocean components are needed because in the absence of sea ice, the ocean mixed layer temperature can drop several degrees below the freezing point in polar regions. In order to avoid unrealistic subfreezing temperatures, two modifications are introduced for NOICE: (i) the Arctic basin is not included (i.e., the model domain extends from the south pole to only 75 o N), and (ii) the emissivities for outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere are reduced to warm up the southern polar region. The latter modification is done by superimposing on the emissivity of outgoing longwave radiation (Appendix C), a small negative anomaly, whose absolute value linearly increases from 0 at 40 o S to 0.07 at the south pole.
Milankovitch forcing
We use the algorithm of Berger (1978) and orbital parameters of Berger and Loutre (1991) to compute insolation values for the interval 5-3 Myr BP. Eccentricity cycles only change the annual global mean insolation by less than 0.2 % (i.e., less than 1 W m −2 ). However, eccentricity has an important effect on the seasonality of insolation by modulating the intra-annual insolation changes associated with precession of the equinoxes. This precession amplifies or dampens the seasonal cycle of insolation without modifying the annual mean insolation. These changes in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of insolation are in antiphase between the Southern and Northern Hemispheres. On an annual mean basis, obliquity modifies the low-to-high latitude insolation contrast without changing the global mean insolation. Thus, changes in annual mean insolation are in antiphase between tropical and polar regions, and the phase change occurs near 43 o S and 43 o N.
Equilibrium solution (modern climate)
The ability of the model to simulate modern climate observations is assessed. Variables averaged over the last 100 yr of a solution of the model version used for experiment ICE are used for the comparison. The annual mean streamfunction in each ocean basin is shown in Fig. 2a . The maximum overturning in the North Atlantic Ocean below a depth of 500 m is about 15.5 Sv (1 Sv = 10 6 m 3 s −1 ). This agrees with the net zonally averaged northward transport of about 17 Sv of intermediate and surface water at 24 o N in the Atlantic estimated from hydrographic data (Roemmich and Wunsch, 1985) . In the Southern Ocean, the maximum overturning below a depth of 500 m is about 14 Sv, which is consistent with a deep water formation rate estimated to approximately 15 Sv in this basin (Broecker et al, 1998) . In the same basin, a wind-driven clockwise circulation cell known as the Deacon cell has a maximum overturning of about 24 Sv. This circulation pattern, however, is an artifact that is reduced in high resolution models in isopycnal coordinates (Döös and Webb, 1994) .
The global root mean square (rms) difference between the annual mean model and observed ocean temperature (salinity) (NODC, 1998) is 1.46 o C (0.26). These values are within the range of values obtained for other ocean circulation models (Doney et al, 2004) . The model can reproduce the observed latitude-depth temperature and salinity distributions, although there are differences .
For surface air temperature, the global rms difference between annual means from the model and NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al, 1996 ) is 1.44 o C, which is smaller than the value reported by BHW99. A realistic seasonal cycle of air temperature is simulated by the model (Figs. 3a and 3b) . In both polar regions, however, the amplitude of this cycle is larger in the model than in the climatology.
The amplitude of the simulated seasonal cycle of sea-ice area is comparable to the observed one in both hemispheres (Fig. 3c) . However, the sea-ice area in the Northern Hemisphere is underestimated compared to observations. This is mainly because the model lacks several Arctic continental shelves, a large part of the Beaufort Sea, and other marginal seas where a significant part of the Arctic sea ice is present. The maximum sea-ice thickness during winter simulated by the model is about 4 m and 2 m in the Arctic and Southern Oceans, respectively.
Overall, although model-observation differences exist, the model is able to reproduce a climatic state that resembles the modern one. Below, the response of this model to timedependent Milankovith forcing between 5-3 Myr ago is explored. In this section, results from the two numerical experiments (NOICE and ICE) are described. Emphasis is put on the response of air temperature (T a ), ocean temperature (T ), sea-ice area (SIA), and sea-ice volume (SIV) to Milankovitch forcing. We consider annual means of these variables unless noted otherwise.
Spatial patterns of temperature responses
To elucidate these patterns we perform a principal component analysis (PCA). For a given model variable x, we denote the k th component as Ck(x). The percentage of total variance accounted for a component decreases as k increases.
In general, the PCA results from NOICE and ICE are similar. Therefore, the description of a given component Ck(x) given below holds for both solutions unless noted otherwise.
Air temperature
C1(T a ) (71% and 86% of total variance in NOICE and ICE, respectively) consists of a standing oscillation whereby air temperature falls and rises in antiphase between low and high latitudes at the obliquity frequency with two nodal points near 40 o S and 40 o N (Figs. 4a and 5a). In C2(T a ) (23% and 11%), temperature changes are in antiphase between two regions of large variability at mid latitudes where air temperature anomalies oscillate at precessional frequencies (Figs. 4b and 5b) . C3(T a ) (5% and 2%) is dominated by eccentricity temperature cycles, although small amplitude precessional cycles are also present (Fig. 5c ). It has a monopole structure, i.e., temperature changes are in phase across most latitudes (Fig. 4c) .
Ocean temperature
The leading component C1(T ) (51% and 54%) mainly oscillates at precessional frequencies (Figs. 6a, 6b, and 7a) .
A subsurface region of large variability is in the upper 500 m north of 45 o N in the Atlantic Ocean, where ocean convection takes place in the model (Figs. 6a and 6b) . A significant downward extension (to a depth of 3 km) of these subsurface temperature cycles is observed in the northern North Atlantic (Figs. 6a and 6b) .
In contrast to C1(T ), C2(T ) (40% and 30%) is characterized by obliquity cycles (Fig.  7b) . Near the sea surface, the spatial pattern and time evolution of C2(T ) resemble the ones of C1(T a ) (Figs. 4a, 6c , 6d, 5a, and 7b). In NOICE (ICE), the variability of C2(T ) is large (small) below 3 km depth in all basins (Figs. 6c and 6d) .
The time evolution of C3(T ) (5% for both NOICE and ICE) is quite noisy but it contains a clear eccentricity signal (Fig. 7c) . Its spatial structure largely resembles a monopole pattern, i.e., temperature changes that are in phase across most of the ocean (Figs. 6e and 6f). (Kalnay et al, 1996) as a function of latitude and month of the year. Panel (c) shows the seasonal cycle of sea-ice area in the Northern (thin lines) and Southern (thick lines) Hemispheres as simulated by the model (solid lines) and from the climatologies of Walsh (1978) and Zwally et al (1983) (dashed lines). All the model variables are averages for the last 100 yr of a modern climate equilibrium solution.
Sea-ice area and volume (experiment ICE)
It is instructive to compare the simulated SIA and SIV with integrated summer energy as defined by Huybers (2006) :
where P is the length of the year and Q SW the daily insolation. β is equal to 1 (0) when The time series of annual mean SIA and SIV nearly mirror those of J, i.e., there is more ice when integrated summer energy is low and vice versa (Figs. 8b and 8c). Thus, obliquity cycles are dominant in the time series of SIA and SIV (Fig. 8) . In both polar regions, this response of annual mean SIA and SIV to J also holds for summer minimum SIA and SIV, as well as for winter maximum SIV (Figs. 8b and 8c). In the Southern Hemisphere, variations in winter maximum SIA are noisy but they tend to follow changes in annual mean SIA (Fig. 8b) . On the other hand, the winter maximum SIA in the Northern Hemisphere remains approximately constant (Fig. 8b) .
Discussion
Air temperature
If annual mean air temperature (T a ) simply follows annual mean insolation, then the time series of T a will be dominated by obliquity cycles that will be in antiphase between low and high latitudes with a phase change near 43 o S and 43 o N. This is what the leading mode C1(T a ) shows in both NOICE and ICE (Figs. 5a and 4a). The spatio-temporal variability of this mode is also observed in the time series of T a anomalies at different latitudes (Figs. 9b and 9c) .
The time series of T a anomalies from both solutions also confirm the presence of weak variability at precessional frequencies in the midlatitudes (Figs. 9b and 9c), which is char- acteristic of C2(T a ) (Figs. 5b and 4b). This response of annual mean air temperature to precession suggests that the sensitivity of daily average air temperature to insolation changes is greater in a particular season than during the rest of the year. (At any latitude, precession modifies the seasonal cycle of insolation without changing the annual mean insolation.)
In NOICE and ICE, a very weak response of T a to eccentricity is revealed by the PCA. This is not surprising since eccentricity changes only cause very small variations in the annual mean insolation. Also, the monopole structure of C3(T a ) is consistent with eccentricity changes that simultaneously increase or decrease the annual mean insolation at all latitudes.
Ocean circulation and temperature
The ocean circulation shows only very small changes in the solutions NOICE and ICE. Variations in North Atlantic overturning (not shown) are less than 1 Sv in both solutions, which is consistent with the results of BHW99. Thus, deep water of northern origin (NDW) and deep water of southern origin (SDW) are always present in NOICE and ICE. NDW is formed between 43.8 o N and 75 o N in the North Atlantic, and it is mainly found in the Atlantic Ocean between 1-3 km depth. The model forms SDW between 60 o S and 70 o S, and this water mass is found below 3 km in every basin (except the Arctic Ocean). Figure 10c shows the presence of precessional temperature cycles at a particular location in the Atlantic Ocean (43.8 o N-55 o N, 200-250 m depth). There, changes in heat fluxes associated with winter convection are negatively correlated with changes in autumn-winter average insolation that are dominated by precessional cycles (Figs. 10a and 10b) . Because of these changes in convective heat flux, the subsurface ocean layers lose more (less) heat when autumn-winter insolation is low (high). Thus, temperature below the mixed layer is minimum (maximum) when autumn-winter insolation is also minimum (maximum) (Fig. 10c) . In NOICE and ICE experiments, this mechanism explains the large variability of C1(T ) that occurs in the Atlantic between 45 o N-65 o N and 70-500 m depth, where convection is active (Figs. 6a and 6b ). Because NDW is formed in this region, precessional temperature cycles are introduced into the deep ocean via this water mass (Fig. 11b) . This result is consistent with the response of global mean ocean temperature to winter insolation found by BHW99 (see their section 5.a).
Response to precession
Compared to NDW, the SDW temperature exhibits small variability at precessional frequencies (Fig. 11c) . Indeed, precessional cycles of autumn-winter average insolation are insignificant in the region where SDW is formed (i.e., between 60 o S and 70 o S). Consequently, there is no significant response of SDW temperature to these insolation cycles.
Response to obliquity and eccentricity
In NOICE and ICE, obliquity cycles of ocean temperature near the surface are in antiphase between low and high latitudes with a phase reversal near 40 o N and 40 o S (Figs. 6c and  6d ). This behavior can be interpreted similarly as for the obliquity cycles of air temperature (Sect. 5.1).
According to the PCA results for both solutions, while near surface obliquity-driven temperature changes can extend down to the seafloor in polar regions, they only extend downward by a few hundred meters at low latitudes. In the upper tropical oceans, a strong stratification confines the effect of insolation changes on temperature to the upper 500 m. This vertical extent is determined by vertical advection (driven by wind and/or thermohaline surface forcings) and vertical diffusion. On the other hand, upper ocean temperature variations at high latitudes can reach the deep ocean because deep water is formed at these latitudes.
As for air temperature, changes in ocean temperature at eccentricity frequencies are very small. The absence of a significant response of ocean temperature to eccentricity in our model is in agreement with BHW99.
Magnitude of temperature responses
In this section, we compare the magnitude of temperature changes from our warm-climate experiments (i.e, no land ice) with those derived from paleoclimate records for the warm Pliocene climate.
Annual mean air and ocean temperature changes are smaller than 2 o C in NOICE and ICE. This weak response is consistent with variations of deep-ocean bottom-water temperature (BWT) estimated from magnesium to calcium ratios (Mg/Ca) in fossil ostracodes. Cronin et al (2005) estimated BWTs for the 3.29-2.97 Myr BP interval (middle Pliocene) in the South and North Atlantic Oceans that are about 1-1.5 o C warmer than modern values. Dwyer et al (1995) estimated peak-to-trough BWT changes of 1.5 o C between 3.2 and 2.8 Myr BP (late Pliocene) in the North Atlantic Ocean. Note that these BWT changes are smaller than the glacial-to-interglacial changes of about 4.5 o C derived from North Atlantic ostracode Mg/Ca data for the last two glacial cycles (Dwyer et al, 1995) .
Sea-ice area and volume
According to the ICE solution, annual mean sea-ice conditions in both polar regions are mostly controlled by the integrated summer energy J, which mainly depends on obliquity. That is, sea ice mainly responds to the insolation integrated only over summer days in which it is higher than a threshold value. This is because ice melting mostly occurs when this condition for summer insolation is satisfied. For instance, when summer insolation is greater than a certain threshold, the surface ice temperature exceeds the melting point, and ablation occurs at the ice surface. Similarly, rates of ablation at the ice bottom and lateral melting are only significant when summer insolation exceeds a threshold.
In general, the long-term variability of seasonal extrema in sea-ice conditions (e.g., summer minimum sea-ice volume) is similar to that of annual mean conditions and therefore can be interpreted as above. However, changes in maximum sea-ice area during boreal winter are very small because sea ice is confined in the nearly closed Arctic basin (i.e., the Arctic coastline imposes a limit on the expansion of sea-ice cover).
Role of sea ice
Here, we compare results from NOICE and ICE solutions to analyze the role of sea ice in the temperature responses to Milankovitch forcing. Note that this comparison is not made for the northern polar region because the Arctic basin is not included in NOICE (see section 2.2). Sea ice has the effect of amplifying the obliquity cycles of air temperature in the polar region of the Southern Hemisphere (Fig . 9d) . This effect is explained as follows. At high latitudes and when obliquity is large, an increased annual mean insolation tends to increase the air temperature, and an increased J tends to decrease the sea-ice area (see sections 5.1 and 5.4). Changes with opposite sign occur when obliquity is small. These changes in air temperature and sea-ice area reinforce each other because of (i) the insulating effect of sea ice and (ii) the sea-ice albedo feedback.
As shown by PCA results for ocean temperature, sea ice has the effect of diminishing the obliquity temperature cycles below a depth of 3 km in all basins (compare Figs. 6c and 6d), where SDW is found. Time series of SDW temperature also show this filtering effect of sea ice (Fig. 11c) . This effect is due to winter sea ice always keeping the water below the ice near the freezing point in regions where SDW forms in the ICE experiment (i.e., between 60 o S and 70 o S).
In contrast to the Southern Hemisphere, the deep water formation sites of the North Atlantic Ocean are ice-free year-round in the ICE solution. Hence, the filtering effect of sea ice does not affect the temperature of NDW as shown by the PCA (Figs. 6c and 6d ) and the time series of NDW temperature (Fig. 11b ).
Phase lag between forcing and responses
Phase lags between insolation curves (e.g., J and annual mean insolation) and model responses (e.g., annual mean sea-ice area and ocean temperature) at different Milankovitch frequencies are very small. This result is expected because the thermal response time of every component of the model is much smaller than any Milankovitch period. The largest response time in the model occurs in the deep ocean. It is about a few thousand years, which is very small compared to the shortest Milankovitch period (ca. 20 kyr).
Conclusions
The time-dependent response of climate to Milankovitch forcing for the time interval 5-3 Myr BP (i.e., early and middle Pliocene), when large continental ice sheets were small or absent on the major continents, is investigated using a zonally averaged ocean-atmospheresea ice model. Our major results are the following: 1. At most latitudes, annual mean surface air temperature mainly follows obliquity cycles of annual mean insolation. The response of annual mean ocean temperature is more complex. In the North Atlantic between 70-500 m depth and 45 o N-65 o N, dominant precessional temperature cycles are generated as a truncated response of ocean convection to precessionally-driven autumn-winter insolation changes. As deep water is formed in this region, the subsurface ocean temperature variability at precessional frequencies can be transmitted to the deep Atlantic. In contrast, when sea ice is not included in the model, the temperature of deep water formed south of 60 o S follows annual mean insolation at these latitudes, which mainly oscillates near the obliquity frequency. The magnitude of deep temperature changes as simulated by the model is consistent with bottom water temperature changes estimated from ostracode Mg/Ca data for the Pliocene.
2. Sea ice acts as a time-integrator of summer insolation values greater than a certain threshold. Thus, changes in surface area and volume of sea ice are dominated by variations near the obliquity frequency in both polar regions. The changes in sea-ice conditions amplify the changes in air temperature in these regions and suppress the temperature variability in the deep water of southern origin. The first effect is due to the insulating effect of sea ice and the sea ice-albedo feedback. The second is due to the fact that sea ice keeps sea surface temperature near the freezing point in regions where deep water is formed in the Southern Ocean.
Finally, we emphasize that several simplifications are introduced in our model to increase its computational efficiency, which is needed for obtaining 2-Myr long solutions. Hence, our experiments should be repeated with more complex general circulation models to assess the significance of our results in the real world with more complete models. However, although general circulation models have a more detailed representation of climatic processes than in our model (e.g., atmospheric and ocean circulation), their computational cost is too high for long runs. Considering that this limitation would be overcome in the near future, we hope that this study provides a useful background for future studies based on more complete models of the climate system.
APPENDIX A: Model description
A.1 Ocean component
The ocean component is the zonally averaged ocean circulation model of Wright and Stocker (1992) . The parameters are given in Table A1 . The governing equations are
Here( ·) (dropped henceforth) designates a zonally averaged value, (u,v,w) are the zonal, meridional and vertical velocity components, respectively, p is the pressure, ρ the density, T (S) the potential temperature (salinity), s (c) the sine (cosine) of latitude (φ ), t the time, z the vertical coordinate (equal to zero at the surface and negative downward), ∆Λ o the basin angular width, ∆p the zonal pressure difference across the basin, ∆z m the mixed layer thickness, R (Ω) the Earth's radius (angular velocity), ρ o a reference density, g the acceleration of gravity, τ λ the zonal component of wind stress, H the Heaviside step function [
the effect of vertical convection on T (S), and q T ice (q S ice ) the effect of sea-ice volume changes on T (S). The in situ density, ρ, is computed using a non-linear equation of state (Wright, 1997) . Unstable stratification is removed using the convective scheme of Wright and Stocker (1992) .
The closure scheme of Wright and Stocker (1991) is used for ∆ p:
Here, ε = ε c π/(3∆Λ o ) where ε c is a closure parameter. Although a more elaborate closure is available (Wright et al 1995; Wright et al 1998) , expression (A7) is used here for simplicity. Based on ocean general circulation model results, Wright and Stocker (1991) suggested ε c values of 0.3-0.6. Here, ε c = 0.6 between 55 o S-75 o N, where meridional boundaries exist (Fig. 1) . Although land masses are absent between 70 o S-55 o S, several subsurface ridges do exist in the real Southern Ocean. The zonal pressure differences supported by these ridges are presumably important in transporting geostrophically Antarctic Bottom Water northward. Here, ε c = 0.6 (ε c = 0) is used for z ≤ −2 km (z > −2 km) to parameterize the dynamical effect of three equally spaced meridional ridges in the Southern Ocean between 70 o S-55 o S and below a depth of 2 km . In contrast to the Southern Ocean, meridional ridges in the Arctic Ocean are not represented, and ε = 10 −4 is applied north of 75 o N. The boundary conditions are as follows. A condition of no normal flux is used for heat, salt and momentum at the meridional boundaries and seafloor, monthly climatological means of τ λ (Kalnay et al, 1996) are applied at the sea surface, and two types of surface boundary condition for T and S are used:
The restoring conditions are used to spin up the ocean model, whereas the flux conditions are used when coupling this component to the atmosphere and sea-ice components. Thus, τ T (τ S ) is a restoring time for temperature (salinity), the subscript m is used for the mixed layer, T * (S * ) is a monthly climatological mean of T m (S m ) at a depth of 30 m (NODC, 1998), A the sea-ice concentration (defined in section A.3), Q OA(I) the ocean-air(sea ice) heat flux, C po the specific heat of seawater at constant pressure, and F * S a virtual salt flux diagnosed from the restoring boundary condition for S at the end of the ocean spinup.
The numerical schemes (finite differences) are as follows. Equations (A5) and (A6) are solved with the scheme of Smolarkiewicz (1983) for the advective terms, a second-order centered-in-space scheme for the diffusive terms, and a first-order Euler scheme for the time derivatives. After the fields of T and S are updated, the density field is computed and the velocity field is diagnosed from the fields of density and wind stress using equations (16) and (17) of Wright and Stocker (1992) . When the ocean model is integrated under restoring boundary conditions, a time step of 365/72≈5 days is used. When flux boundary conditions are applied (i.e., in a coupled run), Eqns. (A5) and (A6) for the ocean mixed layer and for the rest of the ocean domain are integrated asynchronously (Wright and Stocker, 1993) . In the latter case, a time step of 365/216≈1.7 (365/72≈5) days is used in (out of) the ocean mixed layer.
A.2 Atmospheric component
The Energy Balance Model (EBM) of Stocker et al (1992) is extended to take into account: (i) different albedo values for different types of surfaces (ocean, land, sea ice, and top of the atmosphere), (ii) the heat exchange Horizontal, vertical 10 3 , 5 × 10 −5 m 2 s −1 mixing coefficients between land masses and the atmosphere, (iii) the effect of water vapor on downward longwave radiation, and (iv) the effect of sea ice on the radiative balance of the atmosphere. The atmospheric parameters are given in Table A2 .
The zonally averaged (around entire latitudinal circles) temperature equation for a one-layer atmosphere is
Here T a is the zonal average of surface air temperature, ρ a a reference air density, C pa the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, H a an atmospheric scale height, Q A SW the shortwave radiation absorbed by the atmosphere, Q A LH the release of latent heat during condensation, Q toa LW the outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, Q s f c LW SH the fluxes of longwave radiation and sensible heat between the atmosphere and the underlying surface (ocean, land and sea ice), and Q A MT a diffusive flux. The amount of shortwave radiation absorbed by the atmosphere is
Here a is the atmospheric transmittance for shortwave radiation, α a the atmospheric albedo, α s f c the zonally averaged surface albedo, and Q SW the insolation. The algorithm of Berger (1978) and a solar constant of 1368 Wm −2 are used to compute daily average insolation as a function of latitude, the day number in a year of 365 days, and orbital parameters. α s f c is defined as follows:
where α o , α i and α l are the ocean, ice, and land albedos, respectively, and ∆Λ l the land angular width. In order to parameterize the effect of continental snow on surface albedo, α l is approximated by
Equation (A13) is applied in all the continents except in Antarctica, where a constant land albedo value of 0.85 is used. The latent heat released to the atmosphere during condensation is
where L is the latent heat of evaporation and P the rate of precipitation over the ocean. Here, we assume a local compensation between changes in P and evaporation, E . That is, for a given oceanic grid cell, the magnitude of P and E may change with time but the difference between the two variables remains constant. Thus, P − E values are prescribed and used in conjunction with E values calculated from the model to compute P. Note that in Stocker et al (1992) , the virtual salt flux F * S , diagnosed at the end of an ocean-only equilibrium run under restoring boundary conditions, is assumed to be proportional to P − E (i.e, P and E are the only surface processes that determine sea surface salinity). This procedure, however, is not appropriate in the Arctic Ocean where river runoff has a large influence on surface salinities (and hence on S * ). For this reason, P values are estimated here from
where (P − E) * is a monthly climatological mean of P − E (Kalnay et al, 1996) . The evaporation rate E(T m ,T a ) is computed from a bulk formula,
where C OA E is the transfer coefficient for moisture , W the monthly climatological value of wind intensity at 10 m elevation (Kalnay et al, 1996) , q s the saturation specific humidity, and r the relative humidity. The saturation specific humidity, q s , is calculated as a function of temperature according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:
where e * s is a reference saturation vapor pressure, p a the atmospheric pressure at the surface, and R d the gas constant for dry air.
The outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere is
where ε 
Here, the ocean (sea ice)-air flux of longwave radiation and sensible heat is given by
where ε o (ε i ) is the ocean (sea ice) surface emissivity for longwave radiation, ε 
where c f is the cloud fraction, i.e., the fraction of grid cell area covered by clouds (clouds are assumed to emit longwave radiation as a blackbody), and ε Mixing coefficient * 1.5 × 10 5 -3.2 × 10 6 m 2 s −1 * The parameter is determined as explained in Appendix C.
where e v is the vapor pressure (in millibars) obtained by multiplying the saturation specific humidity, q s , by r p a /0.622. Although Idso (1981) used a value of 0.7 for the first term of the right hand side of (A22), a lower value appeared to be required from a test of (A22) against oceanic data (Idso, 1983) . Here, a value of 0.55 is used. Consider now the heat flux from the land to the atmosphere associated with longwave radiation and sensible heat. If the heat storage and humidity on land are neglected, the shortwave radiation absorbed by land, Q L SW , is equal to the longwave radiation flux at the land surface plus the land-air sensible heat flux. Thus, Q LA LW SH is approximated by
The diffusive flux in (A10) is
where K a is a mixing coefficient. In (A24), the factor within brackets is the heat flux associated with the meridional transport of sensible heat and potential energy. This flux is set to zero at both poles, i.e., a no-flux condition is imposed there. To solve equation (A10), the Crank-Nicholson scheme is used and the EBM is synchronously coupled to the ocean mixed layer.
A.3 Sea-ice component
The sea-ice component is largely based on the "zero-layer" thermodynamic sea-ice model of Semtner (1976) with some of the modifications introduced by Parkinson and Washington (1979) for calculating ice concentration. The sea-ice parameters are in Table A3 . In each ocean grid cell, the ice is characterized by its thickness (h) and concentration (A) (A being defined as the fraction of surface grid cell area covered by sea ice). The sea-ice model is synchronously coupled to the ocean mixed layer and the EBM. The sequence of calculations for every sea-ice time step is as follows:
1. Vertical ice growth and melting are calculated first. The decrease in h associated with melting at the ice surface during a time step is
where the superscript n − 1 denotes the beginning of the time step, M is a heat flux (see below), ∆t the time step used in the sea-ice model, ρ i a reference sea-ice density, and L f the latent heat of fusion. Similarly, a change in h due to melting and accretion at the base of the ice is
where
and
Here κ is an ice thermal conductivity for heat flux through the ice, T f r the local freezing point of seawater computed from S m (Millero, 1978) , and D OI a coefficient for ocean-to-ice sensible heat flux. If vertical melting results in a negative ice volume, then A and h are reset to zero and the energy that was supposed to melt this spurious excess ice is used to heat the ocean mixed layer.
2. The increase in A due to the formation of new ice is
Here h * is the most recently estimated ice thickness for preexisting ice or an initial thickness of 0.3 m for newly formed ice. The superscript n denotes the end of the sea-ice time step. The heat released by freezing is used to increase T n m by ∆T m . If A exceeds a maximum allowed ice concentration (A max ), then A is reset to A max and h * is increased in order to conserve ice volume. The value of A max in the Southern Hemisphere is smaller than in the Northern Hemisphere because sea ice is less compact in the Southern Ocean than in the Arctic Ocean (Parkinson and Washington, 1979) .
In the real ocean, the ocean mixed layer temperature averaged over a large region can be above the freezing point even if the ocean temperature is below the freezing point in a part of this region where sea formation can occur. Thus, if only the second and third equations in (A30) were used in the coarse resolution model, the formation of sea ice would be significantly delayed. To partially remedy this shortcoming, the first equation in (A30) is used. The factor 0.1 improves the agreement between the observed and modeled present-day seasonal cycles of sea-ice area.
3. The parameterization of Parkinson and Washington (1979) for lateral melting is used. If the oceanair heat flux (Q OA ) is negative at the beginning of the time step (i.e., there is a net heat transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean), the decrease in A due to lateral melting during the time step is
Here Q O LH = L ρ o E is the latent heat flux at the sea surface and Q O SW the shortwave radiation flux at sea surface, obtained from an expression similar to (A23). In (A31), it is assumed that a fraction A(1 − A) of the air-to-sea heat flux Q OA melts sea ice laterally instead of heating the ocean mixed layer during the time step. Consequently, a corrective change in T n m is calculated,
Again, if a negative ice volume is obtained as a consequence of excessive lateral melting, A and h are reset to zero and T m is increased as explained above. Melting point 0 o C 4. With all the finite changes in h and A calculated as above, the surface ice temperature is updated. At the end of the sea-ice time step, the following energy balance holds at the ice surface:
where Q I SW is the shortwave radiation flux at the ice surface given by an expression analogous to (A23). The Newton-Raphson method is used to solve (A34) for T i . If the diagnosed T i is above the melting point of ice, T melt , T i is reset to T melt and the left hand side of (A34) is recomputed to estimate a residual M, needed for the surface melting computation described by (A25). After the diagnosis of T i is completed, Q IA LW SH and Q I are updated. At this point, the ocean-to-ice sensible heat flux Q OI is also updated.
5. Finally, the total change in ice volume per unit area arising from the thermodynamic calculations (1-4), ∆(hA), is used to estimate the change in ocean mixed layer salinity,
by j). In order to compute these parameters, we adopt the method of Stocker et al (1992) as modified for a seasonal model by Schmittner and Stocker (2001) . Thus, outputs from the ocean spinup under restoring boundary conditions are used in conjunction with climatological data to derive the five parameters. In this manner, any climate drift that would result from coupling the ocean model with other components is minimized. As in Schmittner and Stocker (2001) , only annual means of climatological and model variables are used. Thus, the seasonal cycle is not considered for the five atmospheric parameters. Here, we use climatologies of E(φ , j), W (φ , j), T a (φ ), Q toa LW (φ ), and zonally averaged upward shortwave radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere, denoted by Q ↑ SW (φ ) (Kalnay et al, 1996) . Also, we use annual and zonal climatological means of A from Walsh (1978) and Zwally et al (1983) . Annual insolation values, which are also needed for determining EBM parameters, are computed from the present-day orbital parameters of Berger (1978) . We diagnose annual means of T m (φ , j), Q OA (φ , j), and F * S (φ , j) from the last 100 years of the ocean spinup, i.e., the last two fluxes are computed as
The specific methods for determining the EBM parameters are now described. They are applied to the entire model domain unless stipulated otherwise. We first consider the derivation of K a . Assuming an ice-free ocean and thermodynamic equilibrium, we combine equations (A10), the first equation in (A15) and (A32) to obtain: 
Then, the right hand side of (C3) is determined by using (i) the climatologies for T a , Q toa LW , and Q ↑ SW , (ii) the annual mean insolation, and (iii) the heat and salt fluxes diagnosed from the ocean model spinup. No negative K a values were obtained in this manner.
Second, the atmospheric albedo, α a , is calculated from
where Q SW and Q ↑ SW are replaced by their annual means. In (C4), α s f c is computed using the climatological A values and the land albedo values α l = 0.85 (0.2) south (north) of 70 o S.
Next, the two-step determination of c f is described. First, an ice-free ocean is assumed and equation (A32) 
